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SUMMARY
SESOC now has a number of structural software design programs, over time, which we actively
maintain & enhance, also on occasion developing a new tool for the benefit of our members – and the
NZ design fraternity.
This paper covers two recent developments, namely :
•

“Gen-Wall”, a program developed specifically for the design of reinforced concrete shear walls to
NZS 3101 – and particularly the associated confinement & ductility provisions

•

“SESOC Soils”, a program including two retaining wall modules, in particular for (a) Cantilever
Timber Pole walls, and (b) Reinforced Concrete Retaining Walls

With the former this paper briefly introduces the software, with particular focus on some of the issues
in implementation. With the latter, a brief overview is provided of the design guides, the technical
basis which has been developed for both users and as a software basis, alike.
INTRODUCTION
It was by happenstance, back in the 1990s, that SESOC became involved in software, as a result of
the considerable enthusiasm of one of our early members, Esli Forrest. He initially developed the Soils
program, later followed by the BeamDes program. Further software has been added over the years,
some being ‘handed on’ to SESOC, and some being intentionally developed to fill a particular need.
Further detail is provided in the SESOC Software Overview [1] paper presented by the present author
to the 2017 SESOC Conference.
For clarity, the reader is reminded that SESOC is not in the business of providing software per se, but
rather it is in the business of providing value to its members - of which software is a part. Clearly, as
informed by the software usage statistics, our members are valuing the software aspect as a
significant part of the SESOC membership package & benefits.
Further information is provided in [2] regarding provision of software to individual members (not
companies), software support, avoidance of competition with commercial software, etc.
Users are specifically directed to the disclaimer on each program, and are expected to use the
software appropriately. In particular, the software is not intended for design circumstances beyond
the users’ competency, or where they would not be able to independently undertake hand calcs for
verification or other purposes.
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GEN-WALL
Background: Although software is generally available which carries out ‘broad’ shear wall design, e.g.
flexure and axial, there is no commercially available software which addresses the specific design
provisions of the NZ Concrete Standard, NZS 3101. Further, anecdotally, there are few, if any,
consultancies which have robust in-house software to address this.
As RC shear walls are an integral and key part of a large number of New Zealand buildings, it is
important that these are designed and detailed correctly.
Further, due to the multitude and complexity of the NZS 3101 structural wall shear, confinement, and
ductility provisions, it is postulated that properly implemented software is the only option – hand
calculations being prohibitively time consuming, and hence commercially untenable, for all but the
simplest shear walls.
For these reasons – and the benefit of our members, SESOC embarked on the development of this
software.
Scope: In broad terms, the program comprises :
• A standalone, purpose built interactive design tool
• Technical basis: NZS 3101
• Reinforcing design and detailing capabilities, including
o Flexure, shear, and confinement
o Singly and doubly reinforced
• Sectional design (check) program basis,
• Geometry-wise, the following doubly symmetric section shapes:
o Rectangular
o Rectangular with enlarged boundary element at each end
o Rectangular with end flanges
• Ductility-wise, nominally ductile, limited ductile, & fully ductile
As much as is reasonably possible, the program incorporates all the provisions of NZS 3101, such as
may be calculated from the input data provided.
Developmental ‘Issues’ & Debates:
•
•
•

Axial load : N*/phi or N* ? ?
Numerous code provisions, including :
Singly Reinforced (Rectangular) Walls :
o Axial load limit : 0.015 φ Ag f’c - not an error
o Max vert reinf : 1%
o Ductility limitations :

Implementation:
•

X

X

•

Section based analysis versus physical model
o .. and underlying stress/strain model
Special consideration required :
o .. particularly at section transitions
o .. and for overstrength compatibility, eg connection to foundations, etc

•

Refer user documentation for additional context
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Some screen shots:
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SESOC SOILS
Background:
Following the introduction of B1/VM4 in the ‘90s, Esli Forrest sought to help design engineers with the
new document for ‘simple’ foundation design. Over time, the program grew to include shallow
foundations – pad and strip, retaining – cantilever timber pole (CTP), reinforced concrete wall (RCW),
and mass retaining walls, and finally, pile foundations.
As the reader may be aware, B1/VM4 is not a particularly thorough or comprehensive document, and
with questionable support from the Geotech fraternity. Nor is there any other national standard or
generally accepted industry design guide.
It was in this environment that the primary author ‘inherited’ the SESOC Software portfolio, including
the SESOC Soils program, over a decade ago.
Although not a Geotech engineer, nor with particular knowledge in this area, he started to review the
software, its robustness etc. While it seemed to be producing about the right answers, soon came the
question “What is the technical basis for this software ?”. Added to this aspect was the differences in
approach and understanding between structural and Geotech designers – even substantial
differences within the Geotech practitioners - and the tendency to use sophisticated FE type analyses.
Notwithstanding significant liaison with Mick Pender, there was little documentation of the advice or
conclusions at the time of original development.
To add to the author's concerns, was a range of approaches, internationally, with different limit states
and numbers of such between AS4678 (Australia), the Euro code, and B1/VM4. Though, in isolation
each seemed to be rational and logical, nevertheless each was fundamentally different from the other.
Further, initial Geotech mutterings about a New Zealand equivalent of AS4678 were not being
translated into actions.
So it was, that SESOC decided to embark on the development of design guides for both CTP and
RCW walls, with the focus on a ‘simple’ static, structural mechanics type approach. Coincidentally,
shortly thereafter, MBIE commissioned some retaining wall design examples, now available as Module
6 [1]. Nevertheless, while tremendously helpful, this author would contend that a single design
example, with a single soil type, geometry, etc, does not comprise design guide.
Scope:
SESOC has never wanted to be ‘all things to all people’ – especially in the specialist area of
geotechnical design. Nevertheless, it seemed reasonable to expect that a competent structural
engineer should be able to independently design relatively ‘simple’ cantilever walls – with recourse to
specialist Geotech advice as necessary.
Similar to the previous Soils version, the scope has been set as follows :
• Low rise cantilever design, to ~ 2.5 – 3m max, not tied back
• ‘Low risk’ residential type design, eg not displacement sensitive, etc
• Homogenous soil, not subject to wider slope stability issues, etc
As there is a wide range of understanding within the structural design fraternity, with geotech perhaps
being one of the least understood amongst structural designers, a progressive ‘Retaining Walls 101’
type approach has been adopted.
The following table of contents demonstrates the (RCW document) progression from broad
foundational principles, gradually expanding with more detail, down to specific aspects including
seismic, water table, and the technical basis and details for each.
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Table of Contents
•
•
•
•
•

1. Introduction
2. Design basis
3. Assumptions and limitations
4. Failure modes
5. Soil Mechanics

•
•
•
•

•

Appendices, including : Nomenclature, Pressure coefficients, Calculation of
design actions, Bearing strength factors, Notes on strength reduction and load
factors, Models for sliding resistance,

6. Design parameters
7. Load and resistance components
8. Calculation process
9. References

Focus of These Guides:




‘Categorisation' of soil type vs loading conditions
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Capacity reduction & load factors:
The following is a snapshot from the CTP guide, comparing results from a number of industry
examples & guides, as well as a proposed set of capacity reduction factors & load factors, also
intended to provide some consistency between FoS (working stress) and limit state design.

These guides have used as a basis,
(i)

B1/VM4,

(ii)

Ultimate Limit State Design of Foundations, by Mick Pender ( Aug 2000),

(iii)

IPENZ Retaining Wall Design seminars, by Brabha P (2015),

(iv)

MBIE Module 6, as well as

(v)

any other sources, local or international

extracting the key aspects from each, yet seeking to distil into a single coherent whole, as well as
dressing aspects not covered elsewhere, eg the effect of water table, position of key for sliding,
etc.
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SESOC CTP – CANTILEVER TIMBER POLE WALL
The following presents a few key diagrams from the
guide, with brief commentary around particular
aspects for each.
Overall model, including allowance for :
• Sloping backfill
• Surcharge load
• Water table
• Vertical or sloped wall

Effective pressure widths for various pole spacing scenarios :

Pressure block model for Drained & Undrained analysis types :
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SESOC RC WALL
The following presents a few key diagrams from the guide, with brief commentary around particular
aspects for each
Overall model, including allowance for :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sloping backfill
Surcharge load
Water table
Vertical or back sloping wall
Backfill on toe
Key/no key, with
designer positioning

Structural mechanics pressure diagram, including :
• Surcharge loading
• Active
pressures,
including buoyancy
• Water table effects
• Passive pressure
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Design basis utilising a 'virtual back of
wall' approach, treating the captured
soil within the heel area as acting
integrally with the wall, taking
advantage of the beneficial soil – soil
friction effect at the interface.

Sliding capacity formulation - allows for both foundational soil types, (cohesive & cohesionless),
key/no key, as well as enhanced sliding capacity position at rear (drained).
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